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Overview!
•  The work plan!
•  Selection framework why and what!
•  Examples!
•  Hands-on exercises!
•  Re-cap!
•  Some words on module structure!
•  Some words about next session!
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Work plan!
•  Introduction!

–  What is this Particle selection framework and why are we 
using it?!

•  Illustration: a typical DaVinci selection used to select particles and pass 
on to some other algorithms!

–  Abstract concepts of Selection components!
•  Selection examples:!

–  Writing a selection for the basic final state particles!
–  Put them in a python module!

•  Exercises!
–  Complete and extend particle selection module!
–  Run simple DaVinci job, look at output!
–  Re-using components of the selections in other selections!
–  Use it to write a MicroDST!
–  Use it to write a stripping line!
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If time allows. !
Really for next session!



What is it?!
•  Started with a bunch of ideas!
•  A Selection takes inputs from other Selections and 

writes particles out. !
•  These particles could  be used by other selections. A 

selection shouldnʼt care or know if it is used by others!
•  A Selection only depends on another for its input 

data, shouldnʼt care about any other detail!
•  An application needs a GaudiSequencer with all the 

selections in the right order. Thatʼs it!!
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Why is it?!
•  Up to now we have had a bizzarely inconvenient pattern!

–  Write a selection in a test file!
•  Defines some configurables A, B, C and a GaudiSequencer SeqA!

–  Import the file with importOptions!
•  Need to know the location of the file!

–  Get the GaudiSequencer by name!
•  Need to look in the file to find which is the name of the sequencer we need!

–  Maybe use the output particles for something!
•  Look in the file again, try to figure out which algorithm is writing out 

the particles we want, and hope that the output location is the same 
as the algorithmʼs name (should be the case, but not guaranteed)!

•  Weʼre using python but weʼre not really using python.!
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Why is it? illustration!
•  It looks something like this:!
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importOptions(“$SOMETHINGROOT/options/Z2WW.py”)!
# I need to look at the file for the following!
mySequencer = GaudiSequencer(“SeqZ2W2lvW2qqForXsecSelection”)!
# filter the output!
myWWFilter = FilterDesktop(……..)!
myWWFilter.InputLocations = [ I have to go to the file again to find the 
location…]!
mySequencer.Members += [myWWFilter] # oh no, what is somebody else was using 
this?!
DaVinci().UserAlgorithms += [mySequencer]!

•  It would like something like this:!
from Z2WW import XsecSelection!
mySel = XsecSelection.WW!
myWWFilter  = Selection(FilterDesktop(some code), RequiredSels = [WW])!
myWWSequencer = Sequencer(“MyWWSeq”, TopSelection = myWWFilter)!
DaVinci().UserAlgorithms += myWWSequencer!

•  No need to know any locations or look into file!
•  Could use pydocs to document the selection!



The Selection Sequence concept!

•  Wrap DVAlgorithm configurables to make re-usable 
units with limited coupling!

•  Re-usable building block: the Selection class!
–  Each selection has a concept of “used selections”, basically 

a list of other selections!
–  Each selection exports the location to which it writes data, 

such that it can be easily re-used without knowing what is 
inside it!

•  Via its outputLocation() method!

•  D-O-D location wrapper: the DataOnDemand class!
–  Just wraps a string, but externally looks like a Selection !
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The Selection Sequence concept!

•  Wrapper class to make a complete GaudiSequencer from one Selection: 
the SelectionSequence class!

–  Gets all the used selections recursively to make self-contained GaudiSequencer!
–  Exports the TES locations to which data will be written, plus the GaudiSequencer needed 

to succesfully run the selection !
•  Packaged into python modules: no need to know addresses, just module 

names !
–  You can also write them on the fly in a script!

•  Very handy for Micro and stripping DST writing!
•  For running selections out of the box, very easy. Could be something like !
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from Bs2PhPi import looseSelection as sel!
seq = sel.selSequence.sequence() !
DaVinci.UserAlgorithms += [seq]!



Illustration (1)!
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Bs selection A! Bs selection B!



Illustration (2)!
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Illustration (3)!
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Illustration (3)!
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Examples and hands-on exercises!

•  We will follow roughly DaVinci tutorial 4!
–  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCb/DaVinciTutorial4!

•  Weʼll write a Bs->J/psi Phi selection!
•  Weʼll use it!

–  Run a simple DV job!
•  If time allows,!

–  Make a MicroDST (and use it in the next session!
–  Write a stripping line, make a stripping DST (and use it in next 

session)!
–  Use the output for next session!
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If you are not at a stage where you can write DaVinci 
selections with CombineParticles, donʼt worry. The cuts here 

are not important. Just follow the examples and ask. !



Hands-on preliminaries!
•  Need DaVinci v24r3p1 environment!

– Not announced, but built on lxplus!
•  Get Tutorial/Analysis v8r3!

– Build it!
•  Go to DaVinci tutorial 4 URL!

–  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCb/DaVinciTutorial4!

•  Also look at Particle Selections page!
–  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCb/ParticleSelection!
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Selection example (1)!
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# Make a Jpsi->MuMu filter!
_jpsiFilter = FilterDesktop(’_Jpsi2MuMu’)!
_jpsiFilter.Code = "  (MAXTREE('mu+'==ABSID, TRCHI2DOF) < 5.0)" \!
  !               "& (MINTREE('mu+'==ABSID, PIDmu) > -5.0)" \!
  !               "& (MAXTREE('mu+'==ABSID, PIDK) < 5.0)" \!
  !               "& (ADMASS('J/psi(1S)') < 42.*MeV)"!

from PhysSelPython.Wrappers import Selection, DataOnDemand!
# wrap the Data-On-Demand location to make it look like a Selection!
_stdJpsi = DataOnDemand('DODStdLTUnbiasedJpsi2MuMu',!
                         Location = ’Phys/StdLTUnbiasedJpsi2MuMu')!
# Now make the selection!
Jpsi2MuMu = Selection("SelJpsi2MuMu",!
                      Algorithm = _jpsiFilter,!
                      RequiredSelections = [_stdJpsi] )!

Create a J/Psi selection using a selection from data-on-demand. Assume 
it is in module Bs2JpsiPhi.!



Selection exercise!
•  Make a python module!

–  python/DaVinci4/Bs2JpsiPhi.py!
•  Write a Phi2KK Selection called SelPhi2KK!

–  If you know what you are doing, apply some cuts!
–  If not, look at Jpsi for inspiration!

•  Copy the Jpsi selection in the module!
–  Here, the module is the file, so cut-and-paste the 

selection in!
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Selection  example: Bs!
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# create the Bs maker!
Bs2JpsiPhi2 = CombineParticles('Bs2Jpsi2MuMuPhi2KK')!
Bs2JpsiPhi.DecayDescriptor = "B_s0 -> J/psi(1S) phi(1020)”!
Bs2JpsiPhi.CombinationCut = "ADAMASS('B_s0') < 300.*MeV"!
Bs2JpsiPhi.MotherCut = "(VFASPF(VCHI2/VDOF)<5.) & (BPVIPCHI2() < 25.)"!
Bs2JpsiPhi.ReFitPVs = True!

from PhysSelPython.Wrappers import Selection!

Bs2JpsiPbi = Selection("SelBs2Jpsi2MuMuPhi2KK”,!
                       Algorithm = Bs2Jpsi2MuMuPhi2KK,!
                       RequiredSelections = [SelJpsi2MuMu,!
                                             SelPhi2KK] )!

Create a Bs->J/PsiPhi selection using the Jpsi and assuming a Phi 
selection has been similarly written in a the same module!



SelectionSequence exercise!

•  Write a SelectionSequence for the Bs!
–  In Bs2JpsiPhi module, SeqBs!
– Remember to build after making!

•  Write a simple DaVinci job script to run it!
•  Add some histograms!

–  If you are unfamiliar with how to do this (like I 
am) look at DaVinci Tutorial 4!
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Recap, documentation!
•  We should now have a module in python/DaVinci4/

Bs2JpsiPhi.py!
–  In python, we get it as DaVinci.Bs2PsiPhi!

•  It exports the following:!
–  Jpsi2MuMu Selection object!
–  Phi2KK Selection object!
–  Bs2JpsiPhi Selection object!
–  SeqBs2Jpsi2MuMuPhi2KK SelectionSequence object!

•  Exercise:!
–  Add some python documentation explaining what is in it, what the 

cuts are.!
–  Test it!

•  From DaVinci4 import Bs2JpsiPhi!
•  Help(Bs2JpsiPhi)!
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Some words on module structure!

•  Out module has all elements it needs!
–  Phi, Jpsi, Bs + Sequence!
–  They can be used in other modules!

•  We couldʼve done it differently!
–  Jpsi, Phi could be in separate modules for “standard” resonances!
–  Module name could be more specific!

•  Bs2Jpsi2MuMuPhi2KK!
–  Particle names could also be more specific!

•  Would allow to have different types of Phi, Jpsi, Bs!

•  There is no convention right now!
–  Examples in Ex/MicroDSTExample, PhysSelCcbar follow different 

convention!
–  But in python, we can write modules on top of these to define a new 

convention!
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About the next session!

•  A few preliminaries about the MicroDST 
and Stripping DST!

•  Examples on how to write one!
– Will use the new Writer configurables!

•  Write one for the Bs selection we wrote!
– Show why it is easier with SelectionSequences!

•  Read it in GaudiPython!
•  Read it in C++!
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Phi2KK Selection solution!
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# loose kaons !
frpm PhysSelPython.Wrappers import DataOnDemand, Selection!
_stdPhi2KK = DataOnDemand("stdLooseKaons", Location = "Phys/StdLooseKaons")!

# Phi configurable!
from configurables import CombineParticles !
_phi2kk = CombineParticles("Phi2KK", !
                           DecayDescriptor = "phi(1020) -> K+ K-", !
                           CombinationCut = "ADAMASS('phi(1020)')<50" , !
                           MotherCut = "(VFASPF(VCHI2/VDOF)<100)") !
# Phi -> KK Selection !
Phi2KK = Selection("SelPhi2KK", Algorithm = _phi2kk, !
                   RequiredSelections = [_stdPhi2KK]) !



Bs SelectionSequence solution!
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from PhysSelPython.Wrappers import SelectionSequence!
# Make the Bs SelectionSequence!
SeqBs2Jpsi2MuMuPhi2KK = SelectionSequence("SeqBs2Jpsi2MuMuPhi2KK",!
                                          TopSelection = Bs2JpsiPhi)!

Create a Bs->J/PsiPhi selection using the Jpsi and assuming a Phi selection 
has been similarly written in a separate module!

The semantics are very simple, but internally a GaudiSequencer with all the 
necessary algorithms is created. This is available via the sequence() 

method!



Running Bs Sequence solution!
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# run it!!
from Gaudi.Configuration import *!
from DaVinci4.Bs2JpsiPhi import SeqBs2Jpsi2MuMuPhi2KK!
DaVinci().HistogramFile = “DVHistos_4.root”!
DaVinci().EvtMax=-1!
DaVinci().DataType = ‘MC09’!
DaVinci().UserAlgorithms = [SeqSequence.sequence()]!

To run it: !
gaudirun.py options/yourFile.py options/MC09InclJpsi.py!



Running Bs Sequence solution!
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# run it!!
from Gaudi.Configuration import *!

from DaVinci4.Bs2JpsiPhi import BsSequence!
DaVinci().UserAlgorithms = [SeqSequence.sequence()]!
# or pass it to a writer, then run it!
dstWriter = SelDSTWriter("MyDSTWriter",!
                         SelectionSequences = [SeqBs2Jpsi2MuMuPhi2KK])!
DaVinci().UserAlgorithms = [dstWriter.sequence()]!

Create a Bs->J/PsiPhi selection using the Jpsi and assuming a Phi 
selection has been similarly written in a separate module!



More on Selection Sequences!
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•  The concept is new and hadnʼt been presented before !

•  More details are available in the dedicated wiki page:!

•  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCb/ParticleSelection!

•  Writers of new selections should follow these examples !

•  There is a working examples!

•  Ex/MicroDSTExample/python/MicroDSTExample/Selections!

•  PhysSel/B2DsX/python/B2DsX, tag jpalac_20090716 or 
newer!

•  StrippingSelections/python/StrippingSelections!

•  All Bs2JpsiPhi selections!

•  StrippingLines in options directory!

•  Comments and suggestions welcome!!


